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The relations of control/regulation-related temperamentally based dispositions (effortful control (EC), impulsivity, and approach/avoidance) to externalizing problems and
personality ego resiliency were examined in a sample of 467 children (M age = 7.46
years), some of whom were children of alcoholics (COAs). In addition, we examined if
the relations of temperamental regulation/control to maladjustment/ego resiliency
were moderated by COA status or sex of the child. In general, regulated, controlled
temperament was negatively related to externalizing problems and EC was positively
related to ego resiliency. Relations between a problematic temperament and externalizing problems were stronger and sometimes only found for COAs, especially male
COAs. Ego resiliency was positively related to high father-reported approach for boys
who were not sons of alcoholics. In addition, COA status was related to high impulsivity, approach behavior, and externalizing problems and low EC.
Keywords: adjustment; temperament; children of alcoholics; emotion regulation
Individual differences in temperamental regulation and behavioral reactivity (e.g.,
impulsivity) have been found to relate to maladjustment (Rothbart & Bates, 2006) and
to ego resiliency (e.g., Eisenberg, Spinrad, Fabes, Reiser, Cumberland, & Valiente,
2004). In the present study, we examined the relations of temperamental impulsivity,
effortful control (EC), and approach behavior to externalizing problems and ego
resiliency in a sample including numerous children at risk (i.e., children of alcoholics,
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COAs). COA children appear to be especially at risk for both problematic temperament
and maladjustment; indeed, it has been argued that temperamental risk is a major factor
in the increased maladjustment of COAs (see below). Because temperamental vulnerability may be an especially important predictor of adjustment in COAs, we examined
if COA status moderated relations of temperamental regulation and behavioral reactivity to maladjustment (i.e., externalizing problems) and ego resiliency, as well as
differences in COAs and non-COAs in mean levels of temperament, maladjustment,
and ego resiliency. Undercontrolled and reactive behaviors were expected to be stronger predictors of maladjustment and perhaps ego resiliency for COAs than non-COAs
as a result of the former’s genetic and environment risks.

Temperamental Regulation and Reactivity and Their Relations to Adjustment
Temperament includes both regulatory and reactive components (Rothbart & Bates,
2006). The regulatory component of temperament is EC, defined as ‘efficiency of
executive attention—including the ability to inhibit a dominant response and/or to
activate a subdominant response, to plan, and to detect errors’ (Rothbart & Bates, 2006,
pp. 129). Executive attention, part of executive control, is seen as the core of the
temperamental construct of EC. EC appears to be largely influenced by the functioning
of the anterior cingulate gyrus and related areas of the prefrontal cortex (Fan, Fossella,
Sommer, Wu, & Posner, 2003; Posner & Rothbart, 2007) and has been found to be
partly genetically influenced (e.g., Goldsmith, Buss, & Lemery, 1997; Yamagata,
Takahashi, Kijima, Maekawa, Ono, & Ando, 2005).
Aspects of temperamental reactivity include impulsivity (i.e., speed to response
initiation) and approach (amount of excitement and positive anticipation for expected
pleasurable activities). Impulsivity is believed to contribute to children’s lack of
control. It loads on the extraversion/surgency factor of temperament (Rothbart,
Ahadi, Hershey, & Fisher, 2001) and is a separate latent construct than EC (Eisenberg et al., 2004). Impulsivity is believed to be based on reactive approach systems
such as Gray’s behavioral activation system (BAS; which involves sensitivity to cues
of reward or cessation of punishment; Pickering & Gray, 1999), which is viewed as
largely subcortially centered (with connections to cortical regions). Similarly,
approach tendencies (approach/positive anticipation) tend to load on the surgency
temperament factor with impulsivity (Rothbart et al., 2001) and likely involve BAS
responding.
Both low EC and high impulsivity have been fairly consistently positively related to
externalizing problems (Caspi, Henry, McGee, Moffitt, & Silva, 1995; Kochanska &
Knaack, 2003; Martel, Pierce, Nigg, Jester, Admans, Puttler, Buu, Fitzgerald, &
Zucker, in press; Muris & Ollendick, 2005; Oldehinkel, Hartman, De Winter, Veenstra,
& Ormel, 2004; Spinrad et al., 2007). There are fewer findings on temperamental
approach, although it has been linked to aggression (e.g., Lemery, Essex, & Smider,
2002), as has surgency (of which approach is a part) (e.g., Rothbart, Ahadi, & Hershey,
1994). However, logically, one might expect positive anticipation/approach to be less
associated with externalizing problems than low EC, and there is initial evidence for
this assumption (Lemery et al., 2002).
In addition, both EC and impulsivity have been positively related to children’s ego
resiliency (Cumberland-Li, Eisenberg, & Reiser, 2004; Eisenberg et al., 2004; Eisenberg, Spinrad, & Morris, 2002), defined by Block and Block (1980) as, ‘the dynamic
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capacity of an individual to modify his/her modal level of ego-control, in either
direction, as a function of the demand characteristics of the environmental context’
(p. 48). According to Block and Block (1980), high ego resiliency involves resourceful
adaptation to changing circumstances and flexible use of problem-solving strategies;
low resilience involves little adaptive flexibility, an inability to respond to changing
circumstances, the tendency to perseverate or become disorganized when dealing with
change or stress, and difficulty recouping after traumatic experiences. Thus, ego
resiliency reflects positive adjustment rather than vulnerability to negative emotionality. In fact, it has been related to relatively high social competence (e.g.,
Cumberland-Li et al., 2004; Spinrad et al., 2007) and adjusted behavior (Eisenberg,
Fabes, Guthrie, & Reiser, 2000; Juffer, Stams, & van IJzendoorn, 2004). EC has been
positively related to ego resiliency, perhaps because children high in EC are, by
definition, able to modulate their level of control and, thus, have the ability to respond
in a flexible manner (Eisenberg et al., 2002). Impulsivity relates positively to ego
resiliency in early childhood and the relation becomes more inverse U-shaped quadratic with age in the elementary school years, perhaps because overcontrol, as
reflected in low impulsivity and behavior inhibition, undermines resiliency (Eisenberg
et al., 2002; compare with Martel et al., in press, who found no relation when averaging across ages).
COAs
COAs are a population believed to be at risk for problems in their socioemotional
development (Tarter, Vanyukov, Giancola, Dawes, Blackson, & Mezzich, 1999)
because of genetics (e.g., Malone, Taylor, Marmorstein, McGue, & Iacono, 2004), the
quality of parenting COAs receive (e.g., Eiden, Chavez, & Leonard, 1999; El-Sheikh &
Buckhalt, 2003; O’Connor & Paley, 2006), and/or a suboptimal prenatal environment
if the mother drank during pregnancy (O’Connor & Paley, 2006). Consistent with this
view, a common finding in the empirical literature is that children of alcoholics are
prone to dispositional characteristics likely to undermine adjustment. Researchers have
found that COAs tend be to high in negative emotionality, impulsivity, and activity
level, and low in regulation (Chassin, Flora, & King, 2004; Colder & Chassin, 1997;
Edwards, Leonard, & Edien, 2001). These problems with temperament probably are
because of both genetic risk (genes associated with alcoholism have been identified;
Zucker 2006) and to suboptimal parenting (Eiden, Edwards, & Leonard, 2004). In
addition, investigators often have found that COAs are prone to externalizing problems
(Barnow, Schuckit, Lucht, John, & Freyberger, 2002; Edwards et al., 2001; Loukas,
Zucker, Fitzgerald, & Krull, 2003).
It is likely that the suboptimal temperament because of the genetic risk of COAs is
partly responsible for the association of COA status to problems with adjustment.
Deficits in executive functioning and temperamentally based self-regulation and
impulsivity, including the abilities to focus attention, integrate information, and inhibit
behavior, have been linked, empirically and conceptually, to many of the problems
associated with alcohol disorders and substance use, more generally (see Hull & Slone,
2004; Tarter et al., 2003). In addition, problems in executive functioning have been
found to be higher in COAs than in non-COAs (Giancola & Moss, 1998; Poon, Ellis,
Fitzgerald, & Zucker, 2000; Tarter et al., 2003) and are viewed as partly mediating the
effects of parental alcoholism on COAs’ externalizing problems (Loukas, Fitzgerald,
Zucker, & von Eye, 2001).
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It has been argued that there is an ‘undercontrolled’ pathway to problems with
alcohol use (Sher, 1991) and that biological factors predispose children to early
emotional and behavioral dysregulation, which in turn fosters externalizing problems
(with or without internalizing problems), including early onset of alcohol problems
(e.g., Tarter et al., 1999). Similarly, Iacono, Carlson, Taylor, Elkins, and McGue (1999)
argued that behavioral disinhibition is related to genetics and to psychophysiological
anomalies that lead to alcohol and substance abuse. It is likely that both low levels of
temperamental regulation and high levels of reactivity are implicated in this undercontrolled pathway.
However, relevant findings are limited and are not entirely consistent or straightforward. For example, Nigg, Glass, Wong, Poon, Jester, and Fitzgerald (2004) found
that boys between the ages of 3 and 14 were especially prone to problems with
executive functioning if at least one of their parents was alcoholic but neither parent
had an antisocial personality disorder; boys with alcoholic and antisocial parents
scored low on measures of delay of gratification (which may have reflected impulsivity toward rewards as much as EC) but not executive functioning. Nigg, Wong,
Martel, Jester, Puttler, and Glass (2006) found no relation between parental alcoholism and two behavioral measures of executive functioning (including response inhibition). In a study of COAs at 18 to 36 months of age, Eiden et al. (2004) found that
sons, but not daughters, of alcoholics were lower than control children in a behavioral index of self-regulation, whereas they found no difference in parent-reported
attentional control.
It frequently has been suggested that sons of alcoholics, especially alcoholic fathers,
are at greater risk than daughters for problems with maladjustment (e.g., Carbonneau,
Tremblay, Vitaro, Dobkin, Saucier, & Phil, 1998; Eiden et al., 2004; Loukas et al.,
2003). Consistent with the possibility of sex differences in mean levels of dispositional
characteristics, Eiden et al. (2004) found that at the ages of 2 and 3 years, sons of
alcoholics exhibited problems with EC whereas daughters did not, although COA
daughters, compared with non-COAs, were marginally high in activity level at the age
of 2. In addition, Eiden, Leonard, and Morrisey (2001) found that young sons of
parents with alcohol problems exhibited higher rates of noncompliance than nonCOAs’ sons, whereas for daughters, higher severity of maternal alcohol problem was
related with higher compliance (even after controlling for the immediate effect of
mothers’ behavior during interactions). Thus, male COAs may be at higher risk than
female COAs for an unregulated temperament and maladjustment.
Despite considerable work on COAs’ temperament, here are notable gaps in our
knowledge. With some exceptions, most studies of COAs have involved adolescent or
adult participants (e.g., Chassin et al., 2004) or have included only boys and/or children
of substance abusers (e.g., Carbonneau et al., 1998; Jansen, Fitzgerald, Ham, &
Zucker, 1995; Tarter et al., 2003). Moreover, few, if any, investigators have examined
the relations of parental alcoholism to relational aggression (i.e., ‘harming others
through purposeful manipulation of damage of their peer relationships’; Crick and
Grotpeter 1995, p. 711). There is evidence that girls are as high or perhaps slightly
higher in relational aggression whereas boys are higher in other externalizing problems
(Dodge, Coie, & Lynam, 2006); thus, relational aggression may be more related to
COA status for girls than is physical aggression. Moreover, in studies of COAs,
measures of temperament or maladjustment sometimes have been obtained only from
parents or the children (see West & Prinz, 1987) and seldom from non-parental adult
reporters (e.g., teachers).
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COA Status as a Moderator of Relations of Temperament to Externalizing
Problems and Ego Resiliency
As already discussed above, there is support for the view that COAs are at risk for
problematic temperament and maladjustment, although the data are not highly consistent. A different question is whether the relations between temperament and maladjustment are similar for at-risk children such as COAs and other children. Although
ideally, a moderator (e.g., alcohol status of parents) is not related to a dependent
variable (e.g., problem behaviors), moderation often is found under these circumstances. This is especially likely to be true when the relation between the moderator and
the outcome variable is not highly consistent.
As already discussed, externalizing problems frequently have been linked to aspects
of temperament that seem to reflect low EC or high impulsivity, and less often linked
to approach/positive anticipation. It is likely some relations between temperament and
externalizing behavior sometimes are moderated by children’s at-risk status.
For example, COAs likely have fewer regulatory capacities, social skills, or perhaps
environmental supports and controls (e.g., parental monitoring) to buffer them from
the negative effects of higher levels of temperamental reactivity. The effects of low EC
are probably more problematic for children also high in reactivity (Eisenberg et al.,
2000) and negative parenting in COA families could exacerbate temperamental risk.
Consistent with the notion of moderation by risk status, Mervielde, Clercq, Fruyt, and
Van Leeuwen (2005) examined if the relations between dispositional characteristics
and maladjustment differed for clinic-referred and non-clinical children. They found a
difference in the strength, but not the form, of some of the relations.
Few investigators have, to our knowledge, examined this issue with COAs or other
at-risk groups. Carle and Chassin (2004) examined if COA status moderated the
relations between children’s competence and their internalizing symptomatology. They
found no difference in the pattern or strength of the relations. Nonetheless, they did not
focus on EC or impulsivity, and it is possible that regulatory processes that one would
expect to be compromised in COAs are better predictors of maladjustment and ego
resilience for COAs than for non-COA children.
In one of the most relevant studies, Wong, Zucker, Puttler, and Fitzgerald (1999)
examined the relations between temperament and maladjustment in high- and low-risk
groups. Families were classified as high-risk if both parents had current alcoholism or
a parent had current alcoholism and antisocial personality disorder. They found a
stronger relation between children’s risky temperament at the ages 3 to 5 (defined as
high activity level and reactivity and low attention span) and externalizing problems 3
years later for high-risk than low-risk children. The difference between the groups for
attention span, based on correlations, was not significantly different, although the
correlation was somewhat stronger for the high-risk group. Wong et al. (1999) argued
that negative parenting mediated the relation between children’s risky temperament
and externalizing problems.
The Present Study
The children in this study were part of a multi-generational study of COAs. They were
the children of individuals studied in adolescence who, at the time of the present study,
were parents themselves (Chassin, Barrera, Bech, & Kossak-Fuller, 1992); in addition,
children of some of the original group’s siblings were included. We used multiple
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reporters to assess externalizing problems, ego resiliency, and EC, impulsivity, and
approach tendencies.
We addressed four general questions. Firstly, we examined relations of EC, impulsivity, and approach to externalizing problems and ego resiliency. Although relations of
low EC and high impulsivity with overt externalizing problems have been well established, relations of temperamentally based control-related characteristics with relational aggression, and relations of approach/anticipation with externalizing problems,
have been examined less frequently. We predicted that relational aggression, which is
likely often instrumental or proactive in nature, would be less consistently linked with
temperament than many other externalizing behaviors (which may involve more impulsivity and negative emotionality). Moreover, because approach/anticipation likely
reflects BAS responding (BAS; Pickering & Gray, 1999), we expected it to predict
externalizing problems. Based on the research reviewed above, we expected ego
resiliency to relate to high EC and perhaps high impulsivity. Because high ego resiliency likely involves a tendency toward optimism and positive emotionality, we also
expected it to be related with temperamental approach/anticipation (although we know
of no research on this issue).
Secondly, we examined if COA status was related to low EC and high levels of
impulsivity and approach (surgent) tendencies, as well as externalizing problems and
low ego resiliency. Based on the literature we reviewed and relations of early onset
alcoholism with externalizing problems, impulsivity, and low regulation (Eiden et al.,
2004; see Tarter et al., 1999; Zucker, 2006), we expected these associations. However,
COA status has infrequently been examined in relation to relational aggression, ego
resiliency, and approach tendencies and we were least confident regarding the predictions for ego resiliency.
The third, most novel issue examined in the present study was whether the relations
between temperament and maladjustment or resiliency were stronger for COAs than
for non-COAs. If some COAs are relatively likely to exhibit maladaptive dispositional
characteristics (e.g., low EC, high impulsivity, and high approach) in childhood due in
part to genetics and/or prenatal and caregiving experiences associated with parental
alcoholism, the relation between such characteristics and maladjustment may be especially evident for COAs. Such a finding would be consistent with Mervielde et al.’s
(2005) data in which relations between children’s dispositional characteristics and
maladjustment were stronger for an at-risk (i.e., clinic-referred) group. We were unsure
what to predict in this regard for ego resiliency. Because COAs may have fewer
personal and family resources than non-COAs to compensate for problems in regulation, we might expect deficits in EC to be especially detrimental to ego resiliency for
COAs. However, given the positive relation of impulsivity to ego resiliency found for
typical samples of school children (Eisenberg et al., 2002), it seemed possible that
impulsivity and approach/anticipation would relate positively to resiliency for a normative group of children who probably were not at the extremes of reactivity, whereas
this pattern might be nonexistent, or even reversed, for COAs because of their risk for
excessive impulsivity. For the latter children, impulsivity and approach may result in
greater problems with adaptation because they lack dispositional or environmental
strengths to temper the consequences of such behavior or because the approach
behavior is part of a larger pattern of maladaptive temperament/behavior in at-risk but
not at-risk children.
Finally, as already noted, sons of alcoholics may be at greater risk than daughters for
maladjustment (Carbonneau et al., 1998; Eiden et al., 2004; Loukas et al., 2003). If
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COA status has a more debilitating effect for sons, be it a result of genetic factors,
greater exposure to suboptimal parenting, or a combination, we might also expect
measures of EC, impulsivity, and approach to be especially related to COA boys’
maladjustment and ego resiliency.

Method
Participants
The participants in this study were part of a longitudinal study. The initial study
included a sample of at-risk adolescents (generation 2, G2) who had at least one parent
(generation 1, G1) with an alcoholism diagnosis, and a comparison group of adolescents in which neither parent was diagnosed as alcoholic. The current study is a
follow-up of the original study, approximately 15 years later. For the current study, the
participants at G2 included not only the original adolescents, but also siblings of the G2
participants who did not take part in the initial study and were between the ages of 24
and 32 at this assessment. The current study also included children of the current G2
participants (G3) who were aged 5 to 13 years.
The original G2 at-risk group was recruited by contacting and interviewing
parents who were identified from court records of arrests for driving under the influence, health maintenance records, and community telephone screening (to screen for
eligible families). During the interview, it was determined if any of the custodial
parents, whom also had to be biological parents, met the diagnostic criteria for alcoholism. If the criteria were met, the parents and their children were invited to participate in the study. A control group was recruited using reverse telephone
directories to locate families from the same neighborhood as the at-risk group. These
families were interviewed to ensure that neither of the control group G1 parents met
the criteria for alcoholism. The control group was selected so that it matched the
at-risk group on ethnicity, family structure, the target adolescent’s (G2) age, and
socioeconomic status as determined by property values. Further details of the initial
study’s sample recruitment and demographics can be found in Chassin et al. (1992,
2004) and Chassin, Pitts, DeLucia, and Todd (1999). To our knowledge, there were
578 eligible G3 children. When we compared the 471 participating children with the
attrited children, they did not differ in parental substance disorder or psychopathology or ethnicity.
Original participants who agreed to participate in the follow-up study were interviewed in their homes. In addition, families were requested to participate in a laboratory visit, usually within a few weeks after the home visit, and questionnaires were
sent to teachers. The recruitment process resulted in the collection of data from at
least one reporter or laboratory task for 471 G3 children, but four (two of each sex)
had only laboratory measures and were not used in this study. For the 467 children
(242 boys and 225 girls; M age = 7.48 years), numbers with alcoholic parents were
as follows: both parents alcoholic (7); neither alcoholic (240); mother alcoholic,
father non-alcoholic (13); father alcoholic, mother non-alcoholic (112); mother alcoholic, father diagnosis missing (27); father alcoholic, mother diagnosis missing (16);
and mother and father diagnoses missing (52). The 52 G3 participants who were
missing both mother and father alcohol diagnosis were not included in the current
analyses. The 415 G3 children in the current study came from 183 G1 families;
numbers of families with one, two, three, four, and five or more children were 79,
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53, 26, 8, and 17, respectively. The reporters included 358 G2 mothers, 261 G2
fathers, and 282 teachers. Data were obtained from all reporters for 154 G3 participants; 94 had mother and teacher reports; 61 had mother and father reports; 23 had
father and teacher reports; 49 had only mother reports; 23 had only father reports;
and 11 had only teacher reports. Over 95% of mothers and fathers reported that the
mothers did not drink during their pregnancies, but such self-reports are not highly
reliable.
Given that all grandparents (G1) were either White or Hispanic, the ethnicity of the
G3 children was largely of these backgrounds. Ethnicity was primarily determined by
parents’ reports of child ethnicity obtained when the families came to the laboratory.
For the families that did not come to the laboratory or did not provide the child’s
ethnicity in the laboratory, G3 ethnicity was determined through parent-reported (G2)
ethnicity. Forty-five percent of the children in the current study were determined to be
White, 35% were Hispanic, 1% were African-American, 1% were American-Indian,
3% were categorized as ‘other’, less than 1% was Asian/Pacific Islander, and 14%
had one parent that was White whereas the other parent’s ethnicity was missing
(Strandberg-Larsen et al., 2006).
Of the mothers and fathers for whom information on education was available (92.5
and 85.5%, respectively), 10 and 15%, respectively, had less than a high school
diploma, 31 and 36% had a high school diploma or equivalent, 38 and 31% had some
college education, 12 and 8% earned a 2-year college degree, 7 and 9% had a college
degree, and 3 and 3% had post bachelor education. Family income was only reported
for the participants who had contact with the laboratory (N = 277; M = $42,922, SD =
$22,068).
Measures
Alcoholism Diagnosis. Grandparent (G1) diagnosis. The grandparents’ diagnosis
came from the initial evaluation. For grandparents who were interviewed, Diagnostic
and statistical manual of mental disorders, 3rd ed.; (DSM-III) American Psychiatric
Association 1980) alcoholism diagnoses (abuse or dependence) were obtained using a
computerized version of the diagnostic interview schedule (DIS; Version 3; Robins,
Helzer, Croughan, & Ratcliff, 1981). For grandparents who were not interviewed,
alcoholism diagnoses were made using spouses’ reports on the family history research
diagnostic criteria (FH-RDC, Chassin et al., 1992; Endicott, Anderson, & Spitzer,
1978). Of the 183 G1 families in the current study, 96 had at least one grandparent who
had an alcohol diagnosis and 87 were from the control group (neither grandparent had
an alcohol diagnosis).
Parent (G2) diagnosis. At the follow-up home visit, a computerized version of the
DIS (C-DIS-III-R, Robins & Helzer, 1991) was used to determine whether parents met
DSM-III-R (American Psychiatric Association, 1987) criteria for a diagnosis of lifetime alcohol abuse and dependence. G2 family alcoholism was used to categorize
families into two groups: (1) those in which at least one parent received an alcoholism
diagnosis (112 G2 families, 175 G3 children); and (2) those in which neither parent
received an alcohol diagnosis (156 G2 families; 240 G3 children). If both parents were
missing an alcoholism diagnosis or one parent was diagnosed as non-alcoholic and the
other parent was missing an alcoholism diagnosis, the family was labeled as missing in
regard to family diagnosis (36 G2 families; 52 G3 children).
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Temperamental (Dispositional) Regulation/Control, Impulsivity, and
Behavioral Reactivity
Children’s dispositional EC, impulsivity, and approach/anticipation were assessed with
mothers’, fathers’, and teachers’ reports on the child behavior questionnaire (CBQ;
Rothbart et al., 1994; Rothbart et al., 2001), initially designed for use with children aged
3–7 or 8 years old. Based on work in other research (e.g., Eisenberg et al., 2004), some
items were reworded slightly to be appropriate for reports about aged 5–12 years. Parents
and teachers were asked to rate how true (1 = extremely untrue of this (my) child; 7 =
extremely true of this child) each item was for the target child. The current study included
CBQ items that reflected five temperament subscales: (1) attention focusing—10 items
designed to measure children’s tendency to maintain attentional focus upon task-related
processes (e.g., ‘Will move from one task to another without completing any of them’;
alphas for mothers, fathers, and teachers in this sample = .81, .76, and .91, respectively);
(2) attention shifting—eight items assessing the ability to voluntarily shift attention
from one activity to another (e.g., ‘Can easily shift from one activity to another’; alphas
for mothers, fathers, and teachers = .70, .70, and .85, respectively); (3) inhibitory
control—12 items assessing the capacity to plan and to suppress inappropriate approach
responses under instructions or in novel or uncertain situations (e.g., ‘Is able to resist
laughing or smiling when it isn’t appropriate’; alphas = .81, .83, and .90); (4)
impulsivity—12 items for mothers and fathers and 11 items for teachers assessing
children’s speed of response initiation (e.g., ‘Often rushes into new situations’; alphas
= .67, .74, and .82); and (5) approach/anticipation (henceforth called approach)—12
items for mothers and fathers (but not teachers) assessing the amount of excitement and
positive anticipation for expected pleasurable activities children exhibit (e.g., ‘Becomes
very excited before an outing (e.g., picnic, party)’; alphas for mothers and fathers = .68
and .72 respectively). As in other studies (e.g., Eisenberg et al., 2004), an EC composite
was created by averaging attention focusing, attention shifting, and inhibitory control
within reporter (the range of relations (betas) among the subscales for mothers, fathers,
and teachers = .40–.69, .45–.75, and .60–.95, ps < .001, respectively).
To reduce the number of analyses and make the interpretation of the results easier,
composite scores were computed for the studies measures by averaging the individual
reports (mother, father, and teacher) if the measures were at least modestly and
significantly related. Mixed model analyses were used to determine the strength of the
relationship among reporters (see below; not controlling for age or sex). Because the
relations among reporters for the impulsivity and EC measures were highly significant
(the range of betas among the two subscales for mothers, fathers, and teachers = .30–.51
and .21–.57, respectively, ps < .001), composites were used in any subsequent analyses
when appropriate (averaging all reports available). Mothers’ and fathers’ reports of
approach were not highly related (p = .26) and thus not combined in any of the analyses.
Children’s Externalizing Problems and Ego Resilience. Externalizing problems. Externalizing problems were assessed with scales designed to tap psychopathic traits,
externalizing problem behavior, and relational aggression. Seventeen items from
the Psychopathy Screening Device (O’Brien & Frick, 1996) were used to assess
psychopathic tendencies, including impulsive/conduct problems and callousness/
unemotionality (e.g., ‘this child blames others for mistakes’). Mothers, fathers, and
teachers were asked to rate items on a 3-point scale (0 = not at all true of this child; 2
= definitely true of this child; alphas = .74, .71, and .84, respectively).
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Mothers, fathers, and teachers also rated children’s externalizing behaviors (1 =
never; 4 = often) on the 24-item Lochman and Conduct Problems Prevention Research
Group (1995) child behavior checklist. This scale assesses covert problem behaviors
(e.g., lying, stealing), overt problem behaviors (e.g., bullying, fighting), and authority
conflicts (e.g., disobedience; alphas = .92, .91, and .95, respectively).
A 7-item scale developed by Crick (1996) was used to assess children’s relational
aggression. Mothers, fathers, and teachers rated (1 = this is never true of this child; 5
= this is always true of this child) the extent to which children hurt others through
purposeful manipulation or damage to their relationships (e.g., ‘This child spreads
rumors or gossips about some peers’; alphas = .84, .83, and .93, respectively).
Because mothers’, fathers’, and teachers’ reports of psychopathic traits and problem
behaviors were significantly related (bs = .42, .37, and .44, respectively, ps < .001), and
both scales represent forms of externalizing behaviors, the two scales were standardized and averaged to reduce the number of analyses. Relational aggression was not
aggregated with these scales because it was not expected to be as highly related with
temperament and might relate differently than the other measures of externalizing,
especially for girls.
Ego resilience. Parents and teachers rated (1 = most descriptive of this child; 9 =
least descriptive of this child) children’s ego resilience on eight items from a questionnaire including items from the Block Q-sort (Block & Block, 1980). Using clinicians’ ratings obtained from the Blocks, Eisenberg, Fabes, Guthrie, and Murphy (1996)
selected items rated by the clinicians as most clearly reflecting ego resilience; then
items that reflected social skills or overt emotion (based on the consensus of three
experts) were dropped. Later, a purer version of the scale was constructed based on 10
experts’ ratings as to how much they reflected pure resilience, defined as flexible,
adaptable behavior (regardless of valence of the item; 1 = not at all descriptive of
resiliency to 9 = most descriptive of resiliency; Cumberland-Li et al., 2004). The eight
items with the highest ratings were used in this study (e.g., ‘Can bounce back or
recover after a stressful or bad experience’; alphas for the mothers, fathers, and
teachers = .67, 72, and .85, respectively).
As was done with the temperamental regulation/control, impulsivity, and behavioral
reactivity measures, externalizing problems, relational aggression, and resiliency composite scores were created for each measure by computing the mean of the individual
reports if the reports were related. All reports of externalizing problems and resiliency
were highly related (the range of betas among the three subscales for mothers, fathers,
and teachers = .30 to .45 for externalizing and .15 to .34 for resiliency, ps < .01) and
thus were combined. Mothers’ and fathers’ reports of relational aggression were also
related (B = .13), p < 05, and were combined in later analyses to increase the reliability
of the construct (Rushton, Brainerd, & Pressley, 1983). However, because teachers’
report of relational aggression was not significantly related to fathers’ reports of
relational aggression (B = .09), the teacher report was not combined with mother and
father reports in any of the following analyses.
Procedures
Home interviews were conducted and included assessments to determine G2 parental
alcoholism status and questionnaires to assess children’s temperamental characteristics, ego resilience, and adjustment. If G2 parents provided consent, a teacher
© Blackwell Publishing Ltd. 2009
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familiar with the child was mailed questionnaires and asked to return them in a prepaid
and preaddressed envelope. Families and teachers were paid for their participation.
Results
A mixed models design was used to analyze relations between variables because a
number of families had multiple children participating in the study (M = 2.27 G3
participants per G1 families). Mixed models control for the lack of independence
between error terms from the same reporter by allowing error coefficients to vary
randomly (Bryk & Raudenbush, 1992). A two-level model was used, nesting data from
each child within each grandparent family. This allowed the effects between children to
be examined while controlling for the child effects within families. As a result of the
lack of sufficient variability at the parent level when nested at the grandparent level (M
= 1.46 G2 participants per G1 families), three levels were not used (the models would
not run correctly). Unstandardized estimates are reported throughout.
Descriptive Analyses: Relations with Children’s Age and Sex
Means and standard deviations for the individual measures are presented in Table 1.
Mixed models were computed examining the relations between age and sex (as fixed

Table 1. Means and Standard Deviations for the Major Variables by COA Group

Reporter

Measure

Mother

Impulsivity
Effortful control
Approach
Psychopathy
Externalizing
Relational aggression
Resiliency
Impulsivity
Effortful control
Approach
Psychopathy
Externalizing
Relational aggression
Resiliency
Impulsivity
Effortful control
Psychopathy
Externalizing
Relational aggression
Resiliency

Father

Teacher

© Blackwell Publishing Ltd. 2009

Total
Variables
N
Mean (SD)
358
358
358
358
358
357
358
261
261
261
260
261
261
260
281
282
282
281
279
282

4.52
4.41
5.29
1.61
2.04
1.60
5.20
4.49
4.39
5.18
1.62
1.98
1.64
6.58
4.10
4.54
1.50
1.67
1.84
5.03

(.71)
(.76)
(.61)
(.26)
(.44)
(.63)
(.85)
(.76)
(.72)
(.60)
(.24)
(.42)
(.60)
(.85)
(.97)
(1.11)
(.31)
(.57)
(.90)
(1.19)

Alcohol

Control

Mean (SD)

Mean (SD)

4.64
4.33
5.35
1.65
2.08
1.64
5.18
4.65
4.19
5.31
1.67
2.07
1.73
6.47
4.19
4.48
1.52
1.68
1.87
5.09

4.43
4.47
5.25
1.58
2.00
1.57
5.21
4.38
4.52
5.09
1.59
1.91
1.59
6.66
4.04
4.59
1.49
1.66
1.81
4.99

(.70)
(.80)
(.66)
(.28)
(.47)
(.67)
(.88)
(.80)
(.70)
(.52)
(.25)
(.40)
(.64)
(.83)
(.95)
(1.13)
(.33)
(.58)
(.98)
(1.20)

(.70)
(.72)
(.57)
(.23)
(.41)
(.60)
(.83)
(.72)
(.70)
(.63)
(.23)
(.42)
(.57)
(.85)
(.97)
(1.09)
(.29)
(.57)
(.84)
(1.18)
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effects in the same model) and children’s dispositional characteristics and maladjustment; age was examined to see if it should be controlled in analyses. Parents’ reports
of approach and the adult-reported impulsivity and resiliency were negatively related
to age (see Table 2) so age was covaried in the remaining analyses. In addition, girls
were viewed by adults as higher in EC and relational aggression (teacher-reported) and
lower in impulsivity and externalizing problems than boys.
Relations of Familial Alcohol Status to Children’s Temperament and
(Mal)adjustment
To examine differences in the variables in relation to parent alcohol status, the alcohol
status of the parent was coded as having at least one alcoholic parent or not (children
for whom the alcohol status of one parent was unknown or non-alcoholic, and the other
parent’s status was unknown were dropped from these analyses). Mixed model analyses were computed in which children’s temperament or (mal)adjustment was predicted
from parents’ alcohol status, which was a fixed effect in the models, as well as the
control variables of children’s age and sex (family was a random factor). Parental
alcohol status was related to high adult-reported impulsivity, externalizing, and father(but not mother-) reported approach and low EC, Fs(343.46; 339.48; 200.82; 343.46)
= 12.97, 4.11, 6.78, and 6.00, ps < .01, .05, .01, and .02, Bs = .24, .17, .21, and -.18.
None of the measures of relational aggression or resiliency was significantly related to
parental alcohol status. In additional analyses, we examined interactions of sex and
parent alcohol status in predicting the studies measures (i.e., temperament or maladjustment). None of the eight analyses was significant.
Relations of Temperament with Maladjustment and Ego Resiliency Independent of
COA Status
In initial analyses, relations of temperament (impulsivity, EC, and approach) to maladjustment and ego resiliency were examined. A measure of a given dispositional
characteristic and age and sex as control variables were entered in the mixed models as
fixed effects predicting a given measure of maladjustment (see Table 3). Most significant findings (8 of 16 analyses) were significant at p < .01 and one more was significant
at p < .05.
Child externalizing problems (not including relational aggression) were related to
three of the four measures of temperament; they were positively related to adultreported impulsivity, and mothers’, but not fathers’, reports of approach, and negatively related to EC. The mother-father composite of relational aggression was
positively related to impulsivity and father-reported approach and negatively with EC.
Teacher-reported relational aggression was positively related to impulsivity and negatively related to EC. Resiliency was positively related to only EC.
Predicting (Mal)adjustment from the Interactions of COA Status and
Sex with Temperament
Next we examined whether COA status, sex, and children’s temperament interacted to predict children’s maladjustment. Firstly, the relation between the three-way
interaction of temperament, sex, and parental alcohol status, and children’s
© Blackwell Publishing Ltd. 2009
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Impulsivity
Effortful control
Approach\anticipation
Approach\anticipation
Externalizing problems
Relational aggression
Relational aggression
Resiliency

Measures

Note: Values are unstandardized estimates.
* p < .05, ** p < .01.

Mother, father, and teacher
Mother, father, and teacher
Mother-reported
Father-reported
Mother, father, and teacher
Mother and father
Teacher-reported
Mother, father, and teacher

Reporter/composite
415
415
358
261
414
402
279
414

N
17.62**
3.04
7.34**
4.48*
2.13
.20
.08
5.10*

f

df
410.71
399.96
334.28
237.07
389.14
365.11
275.79
389.89

B
-.01
.01
-.01
-.01
-.01
-.01
-.01
-.01

Age

Table 2. Relations of the Major Variables with Age and Sex: Unstandardized Betas

.01
.01
.01
.01
.01
.01
.01
.01

SE

11.99**
26.24**
.06
.78
7.37**
1.09
4.54*
2.11

f

.23
-.35
-.02
-.06
.21
-.06
-.23
.12

B

Sex

411.63
400.73
344.56
244.77
392.52
373.80
274.68
394.15

df

.07
.07
.06
.07
.08
.05
.11
.08

SE
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SE

-.49** .04
(N = 415)
.27** .05
(N = 358)
.28*
.05
(N = 261)
.44** .04
(N = 414)
.20** .04
(N = 402)
.36** .08
(N = 279)
.04
.04
(N = 414)

B

SE

-.12*
.05
(N = 358)
.00
.06
(N = 261)
-.62** .03
(N = 414)
-.25** .04
(N = 402)
-.42** .07
(N = 279)
.41** .04
(N = 414)

B

EC MFT
SE

.06
.07
(N = 215)
.12** .04
(N = 358)
.10
.06
(N = 357)
.11
.10
(N = 245)
.00
.04
(N = 358)

B

Approach
mother
SE

.09
.05
(N = 260)
.17* .07
(N = 260)
.07
.12
(N = 174)
.09
.05
(N = 260)

B

Approach
father
SE

.36** .03
(N = 402)
.62** .06
(N = 279)
-.36** .05
(N = 414)

B

Ext Prob
MFT
SE

.23*
.10
(N = 268)
-.10** .03
(N = 402)

B

Rel Agg
MF

SE

-.30** .07
(N = 279)

B

Rel Agg
teacher

B

SE

Resiliency
MFT

Note: The horizontal measures were the dependent variables and the vertical measures were centered and used as the predictor in the mixed model analyses.
MFT = mother, father, and teacher composite; MF = mother and father composite; EC = effortful control; Ext. prob = externalizing problems; Rel. agg.
= relational aggression.
* p < .05, ** p < .01.

Impulsivity
MFT
EC
MFT
Approach
Mother
Approach
Father
Ext. prob
MFT
Rel. agg
MF
Rel. agg
Teacher
Resiliency
MFT

Predictor Variable

Impulsivity
MFT

Dependent variable

Table 3. Relations (Unstandardized Coefficients) Among Measures of Temperament and Adjustment Controlling for Age and Sex
(Betas)
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(mal)adjustment was examined. Using mixed model analyses, interactions terms were
created by multiplying measures of child temperament, child sex, and parental
alcohol status after the continuous predictor variables were centered (Aiken & West,
1991; Cohen, Cohen, West, & Aiken, 2003). Reports of child temperament, sex, COA
status, the interaction terms, as well as the control variable of age, were entered as
fixed effects predicting a given index of adult-reported child adjustment; family was
treated as a random effect. Separate analyses were computed for each aspect of
temperament; we were interested in the relations of each with problem behaviors and
as a result of correlations among aspects of temperament, some relations of temperament to maladjustment would not be discerned because of overlapping, non-unique
prediction by each component of temperament. Data from each child were nested at
the grandparent level, which was treated as a random factor. If a three-way interaction
was not significant, the relation of the two-way interaction of temperament and parental alcohol status with adjustment was examined using the same procedure except the
three-way interaction term of temperament, sex, and COA status was not included in
each of the analyses. When an interaction was significant in the mixed models, the
interaction term was examined using procedures from Aiken and West (1991), and
Cohen et al. (2003). The simple effects of the three-way interactions were examined
through the two-way interactions of sex by temperament and COA status by temperament included in the three-way mixed model analyses. However, the two-way
interactions are only interpretable in relation to the groups that were coded as a zero
in an analysis, girls and non-alcoholics in the current analysis. In order to examine all
possible combinations, the analyses were rerun after recoding boys and alcoholics to
be equal to zero. The slope of a significant three-way temperament-adjustment relation for a specific group was determined by coding the sex and COA status of the
group of interest as zero.
Externalizing Behaviors (Not Relational). The three-way interaction examining the
relation between externalizing problems and impulsivity (but not EC) was significant
(see Table 4). Neither the originally coded alcohol status nor sex interactions with
impulsivity resulted in significant relations with externalizing behaviors. The analysis
using the recoded sex and COA status variables (examining two-way interactions)
resulted in significant findings for both the COA status by impulsivity and sex by
impulsivity interactions. The relation between impulsivity and externalizing problems
was significantly different for boys of alcoholics when compared with boys of nonalcoholics and was because of a stronger positive association between impulsivity and
externalizing behaviors for the boy-COA group than for the boy-non-COA group. The
significant sex by impulsivity interaction indicated the relation between impulsivity
and externalizing problems that was due to a stronger positive association between
impulsivity and externalizing behaviors for the boy-COA group than for the girl-COA
group.
The results from the models examining the relations between mother- or fatherreported approach and adult-reported externalizing problems indicated a positive
relation with the father-, but not mother-, reported approach. The COA status by
approach interaction, which compared the male COA group to the male non-COA
group, was because of an association between approach and externalizing behaviors
for the COA boys, but not the non-COA boys. The sex by approach interaction, which
compared the boy and girl COAs, was also because of an association between approach
and externalizing behaviors for the boy-COAs only.
© Blackwell Publishing Ltd. 2009
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Table 4. Statistics for the Significant Interaction Models
Analysis
Externalizing problems (MFT composite)
Impulsivity (MFT composite): 3-way effect
COA status ¥ impulsivity interaction
Boys of alcoholics group
Boys of non-alcoholics group
Sex ¥ impulsivity interaction
Boys of alcoholics group
Girls of alcoholics group
Effortful control (MFT composite): 2-way effect
Alcoholic group
Non-alcoholic group
Approach (father reports): 3-way effect
COA status ¥ approach interaction
Boys of alcoholics group
Boys of non-alcoholics group
Sex ¥ approach interaction
Boys of alcoholics group
Girls of alcoholics group
Relational aggression (teacher reports)
Impulsivity (teacher reports): 2-way effect
Alcoholic group
Non-alcoholic group
Effortful control (teacher reports): 2-way effect
Alcoholic group
Non-alcoholic group
Resiliency (MFT composite)
Approach (father reports): 3-way effect
Sex ¥ approach interaction
Boys of non-alcoholics group
Girls of non-alcoholics group
Sex ¥ approach interaction
Boys of alcoholics group
Girls of alcoholics group
COA status ¥ approach interaction
Boys of alcoholics group
Boys of non-alcoholics group
Approach (mother reports): 2-way effect
Alcohol group
Non-alcoholic group

B

df

F

p

.51
-.41
.93
.51
-.46
.93
.46
-.18
-.83
-.64
.79
-.69
.62
-.07
-.62
.62
.00

338.00
347.59
348.14
372.55
336.41
351.71
330.30
401.64
401.53
393.62
226.68
249.00
241.09
241.38
242.43
241.09
242.67

7.23
9.11
71.04
37.21
9.63
70.49
20.29
4.88
131.54
80.60
5.82
11.69
13.33
.36
5.03
13.33
.00

.008
.003
.000
.000
.002
.000
.000
.028
.000
.000
.017
.001
.000
ns
.026
.000
ns

.31
.60
.29
-.18
-.56
-.38

267.00
267.00
267.00
265.86
266.24
266.70

8.30
38.92
10.55
3.99
46.45
22.31

.004
.000
.001
.047
.000
.000

-1.44
.72
.54
-.18
.72
-.38
.34
.92
-.38
.54
-.31
-.15
.16

238.04
235.25
247.12
246.34
247.33
248.08
248.00
248.76
242.08
247.12
347.73
347.80
340.82

17.94
14.61
21.56
1.43
6.37
4.76
2.21
19.44
4.76
21.56
5.28
1.70
1.78

.001
.000
.000
ns
.012
.030
ns
.000
.030
.000
.022
.193
.183

Note: MFT = composite of mother, father, and teacher reports.
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The models in which three-way interactions were not significant were further
explored using mixed model analyses to determine the two-way interaction effects of
COA status and temperament on children’s adjustment. These analyses did not include
a three-way interaction. The two-way analyses indicated a negative relation between
the adult-reported EC and externalizing behaviors was because of a stronger association for the COA group than for the non-COA group (albeit significant for both groups;
see Table 4).
Relational Aggression. None of the three- or two-way analyses for the relation
between relational aggression and children’s temperament was significant when using
the composite scores of temperament. However, it seemed important and logical to
examine this relation within the school context because teachers were especially likely
to be aware of relational aggression and it might relate to EC, impulsivity, or approach
behaviors at school. Thus, the relations were further explored using within the school
context (using teachers’ reports only). There were significant interactions of COA
status with both impulsivity and EC. The relations of high impulsivity or low EC with
relational aggression were stronger for COAs than non-COAs, albeit significant for
both (see Table 4).
Ego Resiliency. The mixed model three-way analyses indicated the adult-reported
resiliency was not significantly predicted by interactions of impulsivity or EC with sex
or COA status. However, according to a significant two-way interaction, the relation
between adult-reported resiliency and mother-reported approach was negative for the
COA group and positive for the non-COA group (although neither simple effect was
significant).
In addition, there were several significant interactions for the relation of ego resiliency with father-reported approach. The significant COA status ¥ approach interaction
in the initial three-way interaction analysis, which compared the boy-COA group to the
boy-non-COA group, was because of a positive association between approach and
resiliency for the boy-non-COA group but not the female non-COAs (based on simple
effects). Significant sex ¥ approach and COA status ¥ approach interactions resulted
after the sex and COA status measures were recoded in the three-way analysis so that
boys and alcoholics were assigned a value of zero. The sex ¥ approach interaction,
which compared COA boys with COA girls, was a result of a negative association
between approach and resiliency for boys only. The significant COA status ¥ approach
interaction, which compared the male COAs and non-COAs, was because of a positive
association between approach and resiliency for the non-COA boys and a negative
association for the COA boys.
Discussion
Several interesting findings were obtained in this study. Firstly, we discuss findings for
the total sample, then findings that are relevant to parental alcoholism.
Relations of Temperament to Maladjustment/Ego Resilience for the Total Sample
Consistent with prior research (Rothbart & Bates, 2006), low EC, and impulsivity were
fairly consistently related to measures of acting out externalizing problems/
psychopathic tendencies. The relations for impulsivity might be partly because of the
© Blackwell Publishing Ltd. 2009
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measure of psychopathic tendencies tapping impulsive behavior (in two of 20 items)
Moreover, similar relations were found, albeit less consistently, for relational aggression. Relational aggression may often represent a proactive mode of aggression—
aggression that is more likely goal-oriented and not driven as much by emotion as
reactive aggression (e.g., Dodge, Lochman, Harnish, Bates, & Petit, 1997; Miller &
Lynam, 2006) and, thus, less linked to temperamental emotional reactivity and its
regulation. Nonetheless, the fact that relational aggression was related to the temperamental variables suggests that this type of aggression, like physical aggression and
other externalizing problems, has a dispositional basis.
Ego resiliency tended to be positively related to EC. This finding for EC is consistent
with initial findings in other samples (e.g., Eisenberg et al., 2002), although none of the
samples was as diverse as this one. Children who can effortfully modulate their
attention and behavior would be expected to be able to regulate themselves when
necessary, but to be flexible and spontaneous when appropriate to the situation. Unexpectedly, ego resiliency was unrelated to impulsivity and approach behavior, perhaps
because these characteristics have a different functional significance in children who
are prone to relatively high levels of impulsivity and approach (recall that COAs in this
sample were higher in impulsivity and father-reported approach) and in children who
are at lesser risk (for whom some approach behavior and moderate impulsivity may be
a strength). This idea received partial support from the analyses examining COA status
as a moderator of relations between ego resiliency and temperament.
Relations of COA Status or Externalizing Problems and Ego Resiliency
As in some other studies (e.g., Colder & Chassin, 1997; Eiden et al., 2004), COA status
was related to children’s temperamental characteristics in the expected directions.
COAs, in comparison to non-COAs, were reported to be higher in impulsivity and
father-reported approach/anticipation and lower in adult-reported EC. This pattern of
findings is also consistent with the expected and obtained association between COA
status and externalizing problems. Because the children were, on average, 7.5 years
old, it is possible that the differences between the groups in maladjustment become
more marked with age. Not only might the effects of control-related dispositions
compound over time (especially if the gap in EC increases with age), but also the
difference in COAs and non-COAs may become more evident as aggressive behavior
drops in frequency for most school children (Dodge et al., 2006).
COA Status as a Moderator of the Relation between Temperament and
(Mal)adjustment
Of perhaps most interest, COA status moderated some of the relations between children’s temperament and (mal)adjustment; however, this was sometimes especially true
for sons. For example, the relation between impulsivity and externalizing problems was
stronger for COA boys than non-COA boys or COA girls (albeit these relations were
also significant). Similarly, father-reported approach was related to externalizing
problems for COA boys but not non-COA boys or COA girls. In addition, however, the
relation between EC and externalizing problems was stronger for the COA than the
non-COA group (albeit significant for both), regardless of sex. Moreover, in the school
context, the relation between relational aggression and impulsivity and low EC was
stronger for COAs than non-COAs. Thus, consistent with the work of Mervielde et al.
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(2005), temperamental factors were especially likely to predict adjustment problems
for at-risk children.
The fact that COA status moderated the relations of temperament indicates that
problematic temperament in COAs is an especially good predictor of risk for problem
behavior. This finding supports Tarter et al. (1999), and Zucker’s (2006) argument that
temperament may mediate the relation between genetic risk for alcoholism and behavioral problems in childhood and adolescence. It also suggests that COA children who
are impulsive and have problems with self-regulation may benefit from interventions
designed to foster self-regulatory skills (e.g., Riggs, Greeenberg, Kusche, & Pentz,
2006) or to enhance parenting practices that might exacerbate COAs’ problematic
temperamental tendencies.
In contrast to externalizing problems, when COA status moderated the relations of
temperament to ego resiliency, the findings were sometimes for non-COAs, and again
especially boys, and the pattern of findings was reversed for COAs and non-COAs.
Moreover, moderation was found only for approach/anticipation, not for EC (which
was positively related to ego resiliency more generally) or impulsivity. Approach/
anticipation was positively related to ego resiliency for non-COA boys but not COA
boys or non-COA girls. Conversely, the relation between ego resiliency and approach/
anticipation was negative for COA boys but not COA girls. In addition, according to a
significant two-way interaction, ego resiliency was negatively related to motherreported approach for the COA group and positively related for the non-COA group,
although neither of the simple effects within COA group obtained statistical significance. Thus, in non-COA boys, approach tendencies, including positive affect and
enthusiasm, might have fostered the ability to adapt, explore, and to be flexible and
spontaneous rather than overly inhibited whereas for male COAs it may have been part
of a pattern of less adaptive temperament. Such an interpretation is consistent with the
positive relation between ego resiliency and both social competence and impulsivity in
the early school years (Eisenberg et al., 2000, 2002). Moreover, the assumption that
approach tendencies are associated with some positive outcomes for normal children is
consistent with the finding that inhibited children (who are low in approach and
positive affect) are constrained in their behavior and prone to negative affect (see
Kagan & Fox, 2006).
It is not clear why the same pattern of relations did not hold for girls; girls and boys
did not differ in their approach/anticipation or ego resiliency (either in the total sample
or within COAs or non-COAs). Perhaps girls’ greater effortful control reduced the
magnitude of relations of approach tendencies to girls’ abilities to deal with and
rebound from stress. In addition, the finding for COA boys but not girls is consistent
with the larger pattern of results suggesting that problematic temperament is a greater
risk factor for COA boys than girls.
The moderated relations between approach/anticipation and both ego resiliency and
externalizing problems were for only fathers’ reports of approach; moreover, father(but not mother-) reported approach was related to COA vs. non-COA status. Perhaps
fathers, because of their tendencies to engage in relatively active activities with sons
(Parke, 2002), are especially likely to be aware of boys’ approach tendencies. Fathers’
reports of their sons’ functioning usually were related to mothers’ and teachers’ reports
of temperament or adjustment, suggesting that these reports were not merely a reflection of fathers’ own personalities and biased perceptions. The fact that mother-reported
approach, like father-reported approach, was positively related to externalizing problems and/or impulsivity for the total sample also suggests that mothers’ general view
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of approach was similar to fathers. Nonetheless, fathers may have considered somewhat different behaviors than did mothers when judging boys’ approach/anticipation.
Clearly, approach/anticipation, an understudied aspect of temperament, merits more
attention in future research.
There are a variety of possible reasons for the general pattern of stronger relations
between temperament and externalizing problems or ego resiliency for COA boys than
girls. Examination of the data indicated that this pattern generally was not a result of
greater variability in measures for boys. Perhaps boys’ behavior is particularly likely to
be affected by parental alcoholism, especially paternal alcoholism, as a result of both
heredity and socialization. Although there is no consensus regarding if males have a
higher genetic risk for alcoholism (see Zucker, 2006), some argue that sons of COAs
are especially at risk (see Sher, 1991). Moreover, most of the alcoholic parents in our
sample were fathers. Assuming that fathers are more important models and socializers
for sons than daughters (see Eiden et al., 2004), dysfunctional behavior by alcoholic
fathers may exacerbate the genetic, temperamental risk in COA sons. In future work,
it would be useful to compare the relations between temperament and externalizing
problems or ego resiliency in a sample in which equal numbers of alcoholic parents
were mothers and fathers and to assess the quality of parenting behavior as a mediator
(see Wong et al., 1999).
Moderated relations of temperament with relational aggression were found only
using data from the school context (using teachers’ reports): Impulsivity and low
effortful control were associated with relational aggression for both COAs and nonCOAs, but more so for the former. The lack of a sex difference in this relation may be
because girls as well as boys are prone to this type of aggression (Dodge et al., 2006).
Again, this pattern of findings supports the view that problematic temperament is an
important risk factor predicting aggression in COAs and is predictive for female as
well as male COAs if types of externalizing problems common to girls are considered.
It is possible that no moderated relations between temperament and relational aggression were found using parental reports because children’s behavior differs somewhat
across the home and school context and, importantly, teachers have more opportunities
to observe children’s relational aggression with peers.
Strengths and Limitations
Our findings provide support for relations between temperament and (mal)adjustment
in children, and for the argument that at-risk status—in this case, COA status—can
moderate the strength of these relations. In addition, we found COAs differed from
non-COAs on several aspects of temperament reflecting EC or surgency/impulsivity. In
general, the limited number of moderated relations may be because of the fact that
some aspects of temperament also mediate the relation of COA risk to problem
behaviors, especially externalizing problems (which tend to be more consistently
related to COA status). Strengths of the study include the multi-reporter approach, the
inclusion of girls and boys, and the relatively diverse sample (in terms of numbers of
Hispanic children). Shortcomings of the study include the concurrent and correlational
nature of the data (which limits inferences about causality), the lack of inclusion of
some other ethnic groups, the relatively wide age range of children, and the use of only
adult-report measures of the constructs. Nonetheless, the pattern of findings has
implications for those designing interventions for COAs and for researchers interested
in factors that moderate the relations of temperamental risk to adjustment.
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